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can be readily computed by methods previously explained. The
problem, then, is to find a locomotive which can develop the
required drawbar pull at the required speed. The usual solu-
tion is a " cut and try " method. A locomotive which can develop
the necessary drawbar horse power (due allowance being made
for excessive motor heating during accelerating periods) is se-
lected and its gear ratio, or gear ratio and drive wheel diameters,
changed until a combination is found which will allow the loco-
motive to exert the required drawbar pull at the required speed.
Speed, Distance, Current, and Power Time Curves.—In the
solution of problems connected with locomotive train haulage,
speed time curves are used:
 1.	To determine whether or not a given locomotive hauling a
given train can maintain a certain schedule speed.
 2.	To determine the running time required by a given loco-
motive to haul a given train over a given section of track.
 3.	To aid in the accurate determination of current time and
power time curves and motor heating.
Since the runs of locomotive hauled trains are usually much
longer than those of motor car hauled trains, the time required
for accelerating and braking is usually small as compared with
the total time required to make the run. The "straight line"
speed time curve, therefore, may be used with a very fair degree
of accuracy in determinations (1) and (2), the constant speed, or
"balancing speed" as it is often called, part of the curve being
plotted for the .speed at which the train resistance of the trailing
load just balances the drawbar pull of the locomotive.
Determinations of the current and power time curves and
motor heating require the use of the "cut and try" method
of calculating the speed time curves.
The heating of a series motor is proportional to the square
of the current (copper losses only considered). The h ating
effect, then, for the time (dt} and current (I) will be proportional
to Izdt. If these heating effect increments be integrated over
the time (£) necessary to make a complete run and the summation
be divided by the time 00, the quotient will represent the square
of a steady current which flowing for the time (£) would produce
the same heating effect as was produced by the variable current
that actually existed in the motor windings. As the continuous
current rating of a motor for a given ' operating voltage can
always be readily determined by test or secured from manu-

